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2007 Sussex Show Info……Ed Marchese, 973-779-6283

 
ON THE COVER-A slat grill Jeep at the 2007 Battle of the Bulge 
at Indiantown Gap, PA. (Picture courtesy of John Dwyer). 

NOTICE: The March 2007 MTA monthly meeting will be held on 
Monday, March 12th at the Whippany American Legion Post, 
Legion Place, Whippany, NJ. Refreshments at 7:00 PM, meeting 
begins at 8:00 PM. 

 
Meeting Minutes of the February 12th, 2006 

Military Transport Association 
 

     There was an unexpected boost in turn out for this months 
meeting (35), and some old faces noticeably absent the past 
few months reappeared.  It was a nice surprise and I hope a 
forbearer of things to come. At 8:02 p.m., under President 
Fred Schlesinger’s direction, we all saluted the flag, 
dedicated a few moments of silent repose to our men and 
women overseas, approved last months Minutes, and then 
dove head long into our meeting. 
      Treasurer’s Reports:  Treasurers assistant, Jack 
McDevitt, reported we currently have $9,859 in our operating 
account, and $8,493 in our Swap Meet account.  
     Parade and Events: Committee chairman, Gordon 
Hiltbold, announced that, indeed, a committee meeting had 
been held since last months meeting, and information 
pertinent to their discussions and resolutions will be included 
elsewhere in this month’s newsletter. Please see the insert 
for complete MTA Parade/Events list. Not all events listed 
are MTA sponsored at this point. Ex-chairman, Peter 
Schindo, mentioned that the City of Bayonne has expressed 
an interest in securing some of our ‘green machines’ for one 
of their parade. Anyone interested in participating should 
contact Peter for specific details.  
     Newsletter and Membership:  Dave Steinert thanked 
Wally Carter for a personal World War II narrative he 
submitted last month, the conclusion of which can be found in 
this issue of the Newsletter. Harold Ratzburg was also 
credited for an article he authored about some old rust bucket 
of an automobile. Actually, it was quite interesting and 
pertained to a 1941 Plymouth staff car. 
     Dues for the 2007 membership year, $20, are NOW  
DUE. The books will remain open until the April Swap meet, 
after which they will be closed and any non-paying individuals 
will be dropped from the membership rolls. 
     Military Adoptees:  John Dwyer is back on track. Please 
let him know of any adoptees that are due to return home so 
we can avoid having their care packages following them back 
as well. It saves time and expense to have care packages re-
assigned to another individual on site if possible. John 

mentioned that two New Jersey National Guard units were 
among those whose tour of duty was extended 125 additional 
days, until July 14, 2007, by order of the President.  
     2007 Swap Meet:  Ed Marchese held a committee 
meeting just prior to this evening’s general assembly. They 
were able to resolve the ‘food issue’. We will be renting a 
building owned by the Boy Scouts and prepare and serve 
food from there. 
     Another call was made for volunteers to assist during the 
show. 
    There is also room for more vendors, and we should all be 
on the lookout for potential candidates. Should we find 
anyone interested have them contact Fred Schlesinger. 
     Show flyers, to be used for advertising, can be obtained 
from Ed, and also printed off our website. 
     Sheila Zelaskowski, as a covert operative, will attend the 
next Red Ball military club meeting to ascertain what sort of 
interest they have in attending/assisting with our Swap Meet. 
Their participation, in whatever manner, is always 
appreciated.  
    Gary Shultz offered to assemble an historical exhibit for 
the show tracing the development of our Club all the way 
back to 1972. Brian Bancale chimed in stating that he owns 
a carton full of old Club newsletters from way back, and would 
be honored to donate them to Gary for his display.  
    In order to ‘professionalize’ Gary’s exhibit, a motion was 
passed by the majority present, granting him permission to 
purchase an 8’x 4’ banner to be used as a table skirt. Its cost 
will approximate $300.00. Gary was asked to keep any text 
imprinted on the vinyl banner as generic as possible such that 
it may be used to advertise our whereabouts at anytime. It 
was then that a most unusual discussion ensued concerning 
the name of our club, and what should be printed on the 
banner. 
    A cursory glance at this newsletters masthead will indicate 
to the reader that we are formally known as the Military 
Transport Association of North Jersey, a catchy, yet 
lengthy moniker. With time, and everyone’s insatiable desire 
these days to simplify anything they can, we became the 
Military Transport Association, or MTA. When asked what 
they preferred, it seemed the preponderance of people 
present were in favor of the abbreviated version, to the 
exclusion of ‘of North Jersey’. There is no other Military 
Transport Association (MTA) that we know if in the Country, 
so branding our allegiance to just the MTA seemed a logical 
next step. Pinpointing our geographic affiliation in the Club’s 
title was not really necessary. (NOTE: Although it now 
appears we will officially refer to ourselves as the Military 
Transport Association, this author feels compelled to point 
out that just because we say so does not necessarily mean it 
IS so. Undoubtedly a legal recantation of our old name has to 
be filed somewhere, as well as a legal declaration of our new 
name; certainly on State and Federal levels.)  
    Al Mellini then took the floor and spearheaded a lively 
discussion about the annual timing of our Swap Meet. Al’s 
concern was the prevailing ambient air temperatures and the 
temperament of the precipitation Gods at the usual time of 
our meet in April. Anyone who has attended our meets can 
surely recall the issues we have had with climatic conditions: 
snow, brisk cold winds, icy rain, and mud. Diehards may find 
this all reminiscent of our past conflicts in the Ardennes or 
even the Korean War, but alas this is northern New Jersey 
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and we want to entertain people, not harden them for combat. 
Al’s point was well received, however, short of the 
questionable weather conditions, there were several positive 
points mentioned by others that justified sticking with our 
current scheduling. Because our event is on the cusp of 
‘show season’ we typically receive reduced rental rates and 
have more space available for our use. Also, our show fills a 
niche during a time period short of other competitive shows: 
more vendors will have the option to participate in our event 
than if multiple shows were falling on the same date. Although 
no formal decision was made concerning Al’s observation, I 
got the impression this is a subject that will re-appear as this 
years show winds down and we begin to plan for the next. 
      New Business:  Fred Schlesinger passed out a show 
flyer for an event called, “Wings, Wheels, and Tracks Show-
2007”. It is a weekend event, May 19-20, 2007, held at the 
Schoharie County Fairgrounds in Cobleskill, NY. Admission is 
$5.00 per person. Fred attended last year, and short of it 
being a fairly long drive, said it was a worthwhile event and 
something to consider attending. For further information 
contact Bill Peaslee at (732) 489-1012. 
     Fred then displayed a Certificate of Thanks we received 
from a group of GI’s that several months ago had had their 
personal belongings ransacked, pilfered, and stolen from a 
shipping container in Newark while waiting to go to Iraq. The 
Club donated funds allowing the soldiers to replace some of 
the essential items they were relieved of.  
    John Dwyer announced that, once again, Picatinny 
Arsenal was going to sponsor its popular Armed Forces Day 
celebration, on May 19, 2007. The observant reader will note 
that this event is in indirect conflict with the aforementioned 
W,W, and T Show! Picatinny has always been a very 
enjoyable event, sprinkled with but a dusting of moderately 
inconvenient, self imposed militaristic inconveniences. This 
year however, John promised he is going to try to get the 
Arsenal to bend a bit with its policies and make things more 
user friendly for us all. With any luck, he hopes to drastically 
shorten the amount of time we have to remain parked in the 
woods on a service road, increase the amount of time 
dedicated to displaying our vehicles to the public, and 
facilitate our arrival and departure from the event. The 
Picatinny Show will be open to the public this year, rain or 
shine, and typically features some really cool stuff! As 
participants we typically receive free food and drink. 
    Although I was unable to pinpoint the source, a discussion 
ensued concerning the Club’s current ‘bi-fold’ information/ 
membership application brochure. Currently we have a one 
sided page describing our Club, our interests, activities, and 
how to join. A consensus of minds seemed to feel it needed 
revamping and could be improved upon. Paul Dormont and 
Dave Ahl offered to tackle the project. The new publication 
will be two-sided. Side one will contain basically the same 
information currently found on the brochure, just more 
concisely presented. The back side will have generic 
illustrations and descriptions of ‘typical’ military vehicles. It 
seems years ago our brochures had the illustrations, but 
somehow they were deemed not necessary and disappeared. 
That will change. Too many of us, me included, need just 
such a crib sheet to help make sense out of some of the 
subtler complexities of this ‘colorful’ olive drab hobby.  
   Finally, how would you all like to partake in our very own 
version of a sensationalistic, argumentative talk show, 

possibly on par with Jerry Springer, that I have dubbed: The 
Enfilade? I suppose I am blowing things a wee bit out of 
proportion here, but then I have to sell papers don’t I?  
Anyway, it seems John Pojunos, a director of the Military 
Vehicle Preservation Association (MVPA) wants to come 
east and have an open discussion/debate with Sven 
Johnson, Jim Gilmore, and any of us willing to attend and 
participate, concerning disputed issues about the running of 
the national organization and its interaction with regional 
chapters. To date, because of differences in opinion, some 
regional clubs, the Red Ball being one I know of, have 
severed their ties with the MVPA. Is this a justifiable, sensible 
action to take, or sour grapes? Hopefully an open forum such 
as this will allow us all to make smarter, more informed 
decisions about what action need be taken, if any. At present, 
the thought is to invite members of the Red Ball Club to join 
us and have a controlled, moderated discussion at a mutually 
agreed upon place. 
     Old Business:  Before the Swap meet, it is hoped that 
John Boehm will be able to complete the project he began 
months ago issuing all the members photo identification tags. 
With any luck, John could bring his equipment to our next 
meeting and finish things up then. Even more importantly I 
suppose, because he was not at this evenings meeting, is the 
hope that he receives and reads this request before hand and 
knows to do so!!! 
     Finally, it seems the Club owns two post WWII water 
buffaloes (water transport trailers), not in all that good a 
shape. In light of last years infamous “Gun Truck” debacle, 
Fred Schlesinger reminded us all that it is now Club policy 
that the MTA not own any vehicles. Towards that end he 
wanted to see if anyone took issue with this fact. None was 
presented, so Fred asked if we had any hesitation about 
converting at least the poorer buffalo into a portable Club sign 
trailer. Everyone seemed to think this a good idea so 
permission was granted. Fred will see to the undertaking. 

New Members:  Tom Sirpicco, a member since 
December 2006, was publicly embarrassed and then officially 
welcomed with open arms into our fold this evening. Tom 
owns an operational 1969 M35, and lives in New Providence. 
Welcome Tom. 
     We had no 50/50 this evening. The meeting ended at 8:54 
p.m.  

Thank you for your indulgence 
Robert C. Rooke, jr. 

 
        

 
COLLECTING US MILITARY 

 VEHICLES IN NORWAY 
By Harold Ratzburg 

 
          A while back in September, 1993, I had an opportunity 
to go on a camping trip up through the Scandinavian 
countries with my German Brother-in-law and his wife.  We 
rented a small RV in Germany and eventually traveled up 
through Denmark, Norway, Sweden and back into Germany. 
     Norway has an extensive series of campgrounds, which 
accommodated our little RV with no problem. While setting up 
camp one evening, I noticed to my great surprise, a WWII ¾-
ton Dodge weapons carrier parked in a shed on the 
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campground property. 
The truck was painted a forest green, and it had a full set of 
canvas on it.  It also had a front bumper mounted winch, a 
pioneer rack on the passengers side, and the body was in 
excellent condition.  It certainly had not been exposed to 
weather since WWII.  Also, near the shed stood two olive 
drab wooden crates labeled as "Motor, Bensin, 6V, 1 Kasse". 
 

 
 

          Norway is a long way from the USA, so how did this old 
US Army truck, in great shape, get way the heck up into this 
country 48 years after the war?  I had to find out.  
I located the campground owner who owned the truck.  
Fortunately, most Norwegians speak English so 
communication was easy, especially over a good Norwegian 
beer. 
It seems that after WWII, the US Army had a big stock of 
vehicles left over in Europe that had not been used up during 
the war.  The US Government decided that it would not be a 
good idea to ship them back to the US for several reasons: 
The cost of shipping the trucks back would be prohibitive, 
considering that they had all been used, and if they did ship 
them back to be sold on the civilian market, it would create a 
glut of trucks in the US, where the country was trying hard to 
get US firms back to Post War civilian manufacturing. It’s my 
opinion that most of the surplus armored vehicles were simply 
junked, but trucks could be put to use by some of the Allied 
countries.  So Norway acquired a whole lot of surplus US 
Army vehicles and spare parts. (Israel also inherited surplus 
trucks and some armored vehicles, but to what extent, I do 
not know.  Could be other countries also benefited.) 
     As I understand it, the Norwegian Army used the trucks 
until the country recovered enough to replace the aging 
vehicles in their army. Then the trucks were passed on to the 
Norwegian Forest Service.  Eventually, the Forest Service 
acquired new trucks and so the Norwegian Government 
decided to release the trucks and all the spare parts for sale 
to the civilian market.  (Wow, what a Government!!!!!) 
     My friend at the campground bought his great looking ¾-
ton truck for about $300.00.  The two wooden crates each 
contained a rebuilt engine for the truck and these he bought 
for $50.00 each.  My mouth watered because $300.00 for a 
truck in that condition was a steal, even if it was still in 
Norway. 
     Those prices also explain why so many ex-Norwegian 

military trucks appeared and are still appearing on the 
American GI Surplus Market. Dealers can buy them and ship 
them home to America, and then sell them at a reasonable 
price and still make a profit. 
     Anyway, what a deal it is for a collector in Norway.  I don't 
know how extensive the MV collecting hobby is in that 
country, but it certainly looks more affordable than it is in the 
US. 
     As we traveled back into Germany and drove down the 
Autobahn, a rest stop was required. When we pulled in and 
parked, what should pull in and park right next to us but a 
military motorcycle in beautiful condition on a trailer pulled by 
a car with Polish plates. Obviously, it got our attention, and 
with my German Brother-in-law to translate, we got to talking 
to the owner. 
      Remember, this was in 1993, after the Berlin Wall had 
come down and it seems that the owner was Polish and he 
had "accumulated" this cycle somehow, and he was taking it 
down into Germany to sell it.  The thing was totally restored 
(or brand new) right down to the canvas cover and tires.  It 
appeared to me to be a copy of a German BMW with a 
sidecar.  The Polish owner said it was a 1947 Russian Military 
motorcycle copied from the German BMW. The owner said it 
was for sale for an asking price of $1500.00. 
 

      
     What to do? There I was in Germany, about to fly home in 
a couple of days.  Not much time to organize shipping, etc. 
And with the wife standing behind me (muttering all ‘wifey’ 
things like, "that’s too much money…What are you going to 
do with a motorcycle in Germany?---How will you get it 
home?---You DON'T NEED a motorcycle!”---and on and on) 
the decision was made to not proceed with a deal.  I probably 
could have gotten it for $1000.00 or so or maybe $1500.00 
with the trailer, but I will never know now…. will I? 
     So we proceeded down the Autobahn and after about 50 
KM, and all my problems of getting the motorcycle back to the 
US were solved by my lovely wife, my Brother-in-law says, 
"You know, if you had bought the thing, we could have had it 
delivered by the Pole to my town in Germany, and a friend of 
mine, Herr Stein would have let us store it in his barn until 
shipping could be arranged, and I would have enjoyed driving 
it up to a port in North Germany and putting it on a ship to 
send it to you in the USA." 
     Problem solved, -----but we never saw the Polish guy 
again. 
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Battle of the Bulge- Fort Indiantown Gap 2007 
By John Dwyer 

 

     The temperature was right; there was snow; there were 
jeeps, trucks, and Kubelwagons; there were Germans and 
lots of GI’s – it must be the annual re-enactment of the Battle 
of the Bulge at Fort Indiantown Gap! 
    The last weekend in January more than 1600 World War II 
reenactors gathered at FIG to experience an immersion into 
the 1940’s. They live in WWII barracks, eat in mess halls, 
stand formations in the cold, endure inspections of their 
uniforms and equipment, carry M1 garands and schmeisser 
machine pistols, ride in WWII vehicles, and battle in the deep 
woods over snowy terrain. In 2007 there was also sub-
freezing temperatures, blowing snow, and icy cold wind to 
add a bit more authenticity.  
 
 

 
         
     The Battle of the Bulge is the largest WWII reenactment in 
the country with all types of forces present:  GI’s from 
airborne, infantry, and armored divisions; Germans from 
fallschirmjaeger (parachute) divisions, motorized forces, and 
elite infantry regiments; Italian Army troops; British 
Commonwealth Forces; Polish Infantry – all represented in 
the battle area. Back on post in the Barracks area you will 
also see some Royal Navy, US Army WAC’s, Army Air Corps, 
Russian Commissars, Belgian Partisans, and a whole lot of 
one-of-a-kind impressions walking around. It is a huge show 
of WWII uniforms! 
     Vendors occupy WWII period buildings near the barracks 
and sell whatever you might be looking for in terms of period 
gear and clothing. Whether it is a WWII Army ID card, or a 
complete Luftwaffe uniform – you can find it. A few MTA 
members could be found in the vendor buildings hawking 
their wares and looking to expand their own collections. 
Harold Ratzburg, Big Lou Sliazis, and Ron Northrup were 
sighted hunting down bargains. I cannot say their were a lot 
of bargains to be found – prices for this stuff is going up like 
the price of oil. 
    Total vehicle count was just under 60 military vehicles and 
trailers. Jeeps were most seen, but there were also a couple 
of 2 ½ ton Jimmies, several models of weapons carriers, a 
couple of halftracks, and M20 armored car, and the usual 
German motorcycles, Kubelwagons, and Opel trucks. The 
Allied convoy to the woods was 43 vehicles! It was quite a 

sight to see trucks packed with troops moving down snow-
covered roads towards “St Vith.” 
     With sub-freezing temperatures on Friday there was a real 
danger of frostbite and hypothermia, so the battles were 
limited to a few hours in the woods. Because of the attention 
paid to cold weather injuries by the event organizers, there 
were no injuries due to exposure. The medics had to content 
themselves with cuts from thorns and branches, or a few 
bruised knees from falls. Even first time participants seemed 
to get the message about “layers-layers-layers.” 
 

 
 
      World War II veterans are also part of the event. They are 
invited to come and stay in the barracks free of charge and 
visit the battlefield in a 2 ½ ton truck. They are the honored 
guests of the event! One veteran of the 101st Airborne 
Division was presented with a complete uniform – down to the 
decorations he earned and the patches he wore – by the 
reenactors who portray his wartime unit. He had been 
wounded in Holland in 1944 and hospitalized until 1949 and 
had never gotten his medals or uniform on discharge. It was a 
moving presentation.  
     If you get the opportunity to attend one of these events, I 
encourage you to do so. There is a public battle on Saturday 
of the event and the barracks – all set up with gear and 
equipment - are open for public inspection. It is like visiting a 
living museum of 1944. The next Battle of the Bulge – rain, 
shine, or snow – will be held on the last weekend of January 
2008!  

 
The Road to Bastogne-Part II 

   By Wally Carter 
 

     Sgt. Joe Ryan and I watched as the long convoy continued 
moving north after we cleared the debris from the huge 
explosion at the ordinance depot. Capt Downing came over 
glum and grim faced but didn’t say a word to us about our 
charges of disobeying orders. I quickly got behind the wheel 
of our truck while Ryan and Downing jumped into the back of 
the truck with the rest of our men. I headed the truck in the 
direction of our headquarters.  
     Upon arriving at headquarters there was an order from the 
313th Ordinance Battalion waiting for us. My unit, the 89th 
Bomb Disposal Squad Separate, was to leave early the next 
morning with an attempt to catch up with that very same 
convoy in the vicinity of Luxembourg City. Under the 
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circumstances, Capt Downing told Ryan and I that he would 
delay the charges against us until after the emergency.   
     We started early the next morning with a truck and a jeep 
circumventing some 150 miles north, catching up with the tail 
end of the convoy by dusk.  It was much colder up this way 
and the snow much deeper.  It was overcoat, galoshes and 
mittens time.   
    On December 22nd 1944, the 80th Blue Ridge Infantry 
Division, which we were attached to, had dug in around the 
city of Luxembourg.  It’s job was to secure it from an attack 
from the south by the Germans who had broken through 
further north and were heading west for Antwerp and Liege in 
Belgium.  The 318th Regiment had picked a nice vacant three-
story house for its headquarters in the city. While setting up 
communications equipment, it was discovered that the reason 
the house was vacant was because of an unexploded 81mm 
mortar shell that was stuck halfway through the roof and into 
the attic. 
      I went with Ryan to check it out. We saw the front end of 
the bomb was all mashed up and too dangerous to pull 
through or try to push out. We examined the situation for a 
moment and then decided to gamble on cutting it out since it 
was midway between the rafters. We had to go very easy with 
the least amount of noise or vibration so as not to set it off.  
We had an old hand gimlet we picked up in our travels and 
with that we took turns drilling holes in four corners of the 
roofing boards, while the other held a flashlight. We had a 
small handsaw to insert and cut the four sides very slowly 
while we stared at that ugly mortar shell.  Near the end we 
had to be careful that the cutout piece didn’t fall on the shell. 
After dislodging if from the roof, Ryan gingerly carried the 
mortar shell down a flight of steps through a vacated 
headquarters and down the street to an open lot. We covered 
it with steel plate that we carried in the bed of the truck and 
set it off with a block of TNT.   
     Meanwhile that same day, Luxembourg being safely secured, 
the 4th Armored and the 80th Infantry Division went on the 
offensive to cut through the southern salient of the German 
spearhead that had surrounded Bastogne and the 101st Airborne 
Division.  
     On December 23rd, the 80th made another concerted flank 
attack on the forces of German Commander Von Runsted.  They 
attacked his southern salient and cut a four-mile section out of a 
main German supply road that went west. This severely 
hampered the German advance. Our squad was ordered to 
check it with heavy infantry support to see if that stretch of road 
was clear of anti-tank and anti personnel mines or booby traps 
that might lie buried in the snow.  Since the Germans recently 
lost that stretch of road, I didn’t expect to find anything and we 
didn’t. All the while the incessant clatter of mainly heavy machine 
gun and mortar fire along with occasional artillery and screaming 
Neblwerfers serenaded the countryside.   
     On the way back we came to a small clearing in the forest 
where five Germans lay dead in a heap, probably the result of a 
firefight with American forces.  We noticed that each man carried 
two egg grenades in each pant’s pocket. We thought it odd that 
they would all do the same thing and we began to think of the 
occasional enemy booby-trapped bodies. We decided to 
carefully remove all 20 grenades.  We found it very difficult and 
tedious as all five bodies were all knarled-up and very stiff from 
rigor mortis, the freezing weather or a combination of both.  We 
freed all the grenades with no wires attached. 

    We proceeded on our way until we came to a large clearing 
with a small fieldstone farmhouse in the center that appeared 
vacant.  We thought we would check it out and at the same time 
get out of the cold weather. We parked our truck out by the road 
and began walking through the woods along the road. As we 
entered the clearing by the house, we spotted four Germans with 
the same idea coming in the opposite direction.  They had not 
seen us yet so we quickly dropped in the snow. Two Germans 
looked middle-aged and the other two were taller and older. 
Three of them carried Mausers and one carried a Panzerfaust 
over his shoulder. They entered the house and then one came 
back into the yard for some firewood. We felt pretty sure they 
were alone in the house and that we overmatched them in 
firepower.  We had five M1 Carbines plus two Model 1903 
Springfields with rifle grenades.  Capt. Downing and four other 
men opened up with the carbines while Ryan and I sent off rifle 
grenades that fell short. We adjusted and the next two grenades 
struck the farmhouse. Then we saw a white flag waving out a 
broken window and a minute later another white flag was stuck 
out the front door. The four men then came out in the yard with 
their hands held high.  We signaled them to come towards us. 
When they came up and stopped. One of the tall Germans 
moved his raised right hand over to his left hand and removed 
his wristwatch and handed it forward. I thought that was odd so I 
frisked them and discovered a gold Longine pocket watch and 
fob made in Paris in 1901. He said it was a family heirloom but 
he probably took it off a French soldier real early in the war. I 
gave it back to him, knowing that he surely would be relieved of it 
somewhere along the line before he arrived at a permanent 
stockade. Besides Capt. Downing was watching me.  
     On Christmas Day, the 318th Regiment of the 80th Infantry 
Division along with the 4th Armored gained nine bitter miles as we 
tagged along behind them. The gain was made despite constant 
mortar and heavy machine gun fire that proved costly to both 
sides.  On December 26th, more gain was made driving the 
German army from their dug in positions and reducing the gap to 
Bastogne to only 4000 yards. Now communication was 
necessary between the advancing divisions and the besieged 
101st Airborne for a coordinated attack.   
    A Lieutenant Carr and four men volunteered for a night patrol. 
This consisted of slipping through a heavy enemy fortified area 
for 4000 yards. But by some miracle they reached a 101st 
Engineers outpost at 4:30 AM with no casualties. Lt. Carr later 
said that the engineers of the 101st all hugged him like an 
overdue Santa Claus.  His patrol made it back safely with an 
overlay of enemy defense positions within the city and a situation 
report on the 101st Division.   
     On December 28th, a coordinated early morning attack began 
with the 318th Regiment and the 4th Armored tankers plodding 
through one German strongpoint after another and finally 
breaking through to the lines of the 101st. By midmorning the 
relief of Bastogne was completed. The next day our squad 
turned back to Luxembourg City. Our orders were to return to 
where we started from and then head east with another regiment 
of the 80th Division. We then crossed into the Rhineland for the 
last hundred days of the war. Capt. Downing never turned Ryan 
or I in for disobeying orders and Ryan got the Bronze Star for 
risking his life on the road to Bastogne.  I think he should have 
gotten the Silver Star. 

 
ATTENTION-MTA Membership dues for 2007 
are now due. Please send $20 to: MTA, BOX 
393, BUDD LAKE, NJ 07828. 
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If you miss a meeting and want to post an item in the Classified 
Advertising column of the newsletter, please feel free to call 
Dave Steinert at 973-347-9091 or you can email him at: 
steinert@worldnet.att.net. 
 

 
 
FOR SALE:  WWII Ben Hur G518 trailer.  Needs restoration.  Body 
is solid with some small rust holes in bed.  Needs tires.  Missing 
landing leg.  $300.  Trailer has a PA title. Located in Wall, NJ.  Call 
Mike Pop:  732-245-8317.  

 

 For sale-M416 Trailer, very nice condition, new harness, good 
paint, $750.00. Call Peter @ (201)348-7565 daytime. (01/07) 

 
For Sale-1943 White Halftrack. $22,500. Call Andy Gamble for 
details at (201)-697-9417. 

 
For sale- Jeep, 1946 CJ2A, rolling chasis, frame sandblasted and 
painted, engine rebuilt, new springs/shocks, drive train in good 
shape, new crank out split windshield. Tub and body parts 
dismantled, need to be mounted and painted. Front seat frames. 
Runs great! Needs new tires. Asking $4,000 o.b.o. Call Ollie (732)-
356-6789 or email at JBream418@aol.com. 

 
For Sale: Hand tools, MV Manuals, WWII Patriotic covers, Patton 
memorabilia. Back issues of Military Vehicles magazine. All at 
swapmeetdave.com or call Dave Ahl, 973-285-0716. (12/06) 

 
For Sale- Transmission w/PTO from '53 M37, very low miles $100 
firm. Robert 908-770-0111 Far Hills. 

 
For Sale-1953 M37 Dodge with winch, soft top, troop seats, good 
rubber. Looks and runs great. $14,000 or BO. I also have lots of M37 
Doge parts and a M37 dump model project truck. Give me a call with 
your needs. Call Don Covart at 973-390-4876. (12/06) 

 
For Sale-Prices Reduced-New vinyl .50 cal MG cover (not canas), $125. 2-
1/2-ton and 5-ton used truck canvases-$300 each. 1975 Chevrolet Automatic 
C60 Air Force Tanker, $2500. M151 Jeep curtains-$50 a set.  Jeep rims-$75 
with tire and tube-$125. Heavy duty tow bar -$200. 1964 American La France 
Fire Truck, Class A Spartan Pumper (1000 gals per minute). Repowered in 
1980 with a Detroit Diesel Engine 6-71N, new power steering, new clutch, 
new air brakes, kept inside, good condition $3000.  8” snatch block-$75. 
Boarding ladder-$25, 8ft. pick up cap-$100, Water Buffalos, good condition, 
$500. M105 trailers, $250 each. Tandem car trailer-$750, Search Light trailer-
2 spots and new generator-$500. 30 ft. Army Box trailer with drop sides, 
tandem 9:20 tires-$500. Jeep pedestal gun mount-$250. Call Wally Carter 
between 7PM and 8PM (973) 366-5140.    (7/06)                                           

 
For Sale-1969 AMG M35A2, multi-fuel, new canvas, about 2800 hrs, 
good condition, $8000. 1953 Checker trailer M105A1, good condition 
$2000. Both truck and trailer, $9000. Call Pat Coughlan @ (908)-
459-4696. 

 
For Sale: 1970 Kaiser Jeep M35A2 Deuce, now a dump truck retrofit with a 
9-ton Rugby hoist, $4000.  M35A2 tow bar, $200. STE/ICE military vehicle 
test set, $300.Bosch Brute Jackhammer, just rebuilt by Bosch, $800. 
Oxy/Acetylene torch set with wheeled cart, $500. Automotive creeper that 
folds into a seat, $10. Heavy duty vise, $50. Heavy duty anvil, $50. 8 Jack 
Stands, 3-1/2-ton, 4 Craftsman, 4 off brands, $100. Yanmar C30 rubber-
tracked dump, 520 hours, $7000.  1996 Takeuchi TBO35 excavator, 4500 
hours, rubber tracked, well maintained, $15000. Call Sheila at (973)-827-
7795 or (201)-602-0588 after 4:30 PM. 

 
For Sale: Looking for a military vehicle?  From projects to 
ground-up Restorations and everything in between! 
Check out: WWW.USMILITARYVEHICLES.COM 

 
WANTED: M38 rearview mirror, arm and mounting bracket. NOS or 
Used/take off OK.  Also looking for M38 door frame kit (both sides) 
and side curtain mounting rods for both sides.  Call Ed 973-779-
6283 (evenings/wknds). 

 
Wanted- M211 parts. Contact Paul Dormont at (908)-451-0536 or 
Pedormont@msn.com.  

 
Wanted-M442 Receiver-good shape and working. Call Peter at 
(201)-348-7565 days. 
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Military Transport  Association 
Of North Jersey 

P.O. Box 393 
Budd Lake, NJ 07828 

 

    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Military Transport Association of North Jersey is a non-
profit organization for people interested in collecting, 
restoring, displaying, and operating historic military vehicles. 
Members of the club participate in 15 to 20 parades every year 
as well as educational events, militaria and truck shows, 
rallies, trail rides and visits to veteran’s homes. 
     Members also participate in projects such as restoring a 
jeep for the National Guard Museum, the National Night Out, 
USMC Toys for Tots campaign, fund raising for the National 
WWII and Korean War Memorials, Boy Scout projects, and 
National Guard recruiting campaigns. 
     Meetings are held on the second Monday of every month at 
the Whippany American Legion Hall, Legion Place, Whippany, 
NJ. You can come between 7:00 and 7:30 p.m. to eat pizza, 
sandwiches and enjoy other refreshments. Beer and wine is 
available from the Legion Hall. The meeting starts at 8:00 p.m. 
and is normally over by 9:00 p.m. 
Join the MTA now and receive: 

• 12 issues of the Motor Pool Messenger newsletter. 
• FREE classified sales and want ads in the newsletter. 
• Notices of parades and events in which you can 

participate. 
• FREE annual picnic and FREE annual pizza party. 
• FREE MTA embroidered patch (when you attend an 

event). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To join the Military Transport Association, send this form (or 
the same information on a blank sheet of paper) with $20.00 
annual membership dues ($25.00 for Family Membership) to 
the address below. Dues are for the calendar year. 
 
Name_______________________________________________ 
 
Address____________________________________________ 
 
City, State, Zip_______________________________________ 
 
Telephone  (________)________________________________ 
 
Email_______________________________________________ 
 
Military vehicle(s) owned_____________________________ 
 
Mail completed application with $20.00 annual dues to: 
 

Military Transport Ass’n of North Jersey 
P.O. Box 393 

Budd Lake, NJ 07828 
 

Military Transport Association of North Jersey 
A Chapter of the Military Vehicle Preservation Association 


